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CHARITY SALES PROGRAM POLICY

Samanta Deap

Mattel, Inc.

333 Continental Blvd. TWR 1-1 | El Segundo, CA 90245 

310.252.6880 | CharitySales@Mattel.com

Pricing:
Prices good only through catalog purchases.  In-store shopping discounts are 30% off non-sale
items. No other discounts or coupons apply.

Sales Tax:
State sales/use taxes may be applicable for sales made to customers in the states of  AL, AR, CA, CT, GA, IL, 
IN, IA, KS, KY, LA, ME, MD, MA, MI, MN, NE, NV, NJ, NY, NC, ND, OH, OK, PA, RI, SD, TN, TX, UT, VT, VA, WA, 
WV, WI, and WY.  Organizations with a 501(C)(3) status with the IRS are not automatically exempt from 
state sales/use tax; documentation showing Sales Tax Exemption status must be provided to the Charity 
Sales Manager or in-store sales associate.

It is important to note that products are sold in "as is" condition with no warranties expressed or implied.  We 
cannot guarantee specific items, styles, colors or quantities.  Products are sold in full cartons only. All items 
are offered while supplies last. Replacement items may be offered if an ordered item is currently out-of-
stock.

You or your organization, by purchasing through the Mattel Toy Store Charity Sales Program, represent the 
following:
The toys purchased will be used solely for gifting to children for charitable purposes.
The toys purchased will not be used for wholesale, resale, fundraising, silent auctions, prizes or personal use 
purposes of any kind.

Payment:
Payment in full is required at time of purchase after your order is confirmed and must be received prior to 
pick-up or shipment of order.   Orders cannot be held longer than 72 hours unless otherwise approved by 
store management. Cash, Visa, MasterCard and Discover/Novus are accepted forms of payment.  Company 
checks are accepted on a case-by-case basis. Please allow 7 to 10 business days when mailing payment in 
form of a company check.  Company checks must be cleared prior to shipping or pick-up.
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CHARITY SALES PROGRAM SHIPPING

SAN BERNARDINO DC, CA
1456 E. Harry Sheppard Blvd. 
San Bernardino, CA 92408
By Appointment Only
Contact: Deenice Hita
(310) 252-5337

Items purchased at the stores may be picked up at time of purchase or arrangements can be made to ship 
the order to your organization at Mattel's preferred vendor rates. If you have a specific date you are trying 
to meet, please indicate this on your order form. Shipping rates are calculated based on the final order: 
number of cartons, weight and volume, and  final destination.  Orders may only be shipped within the U.S.

PLEASE NOTE: Any purchases from the Charity Sales Program that need to be shipped will come from our 
Mattel San Bernardino Distribution Center. Shipping costs will be calculated from 1456 E. Harry Sheppard 
Blvd. San Bernardino, CA 92408 to your location.

Shipping Schedule: 
Below is the shipping schedule for the 2021 Fall season.  An order is considered final when the customer has 
approved all final selections, tax and revised shipping where applicable, and payment is received.

CUSTOMER ORDER REC’D BY STORE CONFIRMS ORDER BY ORDER WILL SHIP BY

Sept 15, 2021 Sept 18, 2021 Sept 26, 2021

Sept 29, 2021 Oct 2, 2021 Oct 10, 2021

Oct 13, 2021 Oct 16, 2021 Oct24, 2021

Oct 27, 2021 Oct 30, 2021 November 7, 2021

November 10, 2021 November 13, 2021 November 21, 2021

If you need your order to ship faster, it may require expedited shipping at an additional cost. 
Orders can be submitted anytime. Schedule above reflects expected timeframes for processing 
orders. Store cannot confirm order is complete until any substitutions offered or shortages are 

agreed to by the customer.  Shipping lead-time doesn’t begin until order is ready to ship.

EL SEGUNDO, CA (Pick-Up Only)

333 Continental Blvd.
El Segundo, CA 90245
Mon. - Sat., 10am to 6pm
Contact: Samanta Deap
(310) 252-4972

Pick-Up & Ship Locations

Please contact the store directly for local in-store shopping and pick-up availability. El Segundo, CA will 
honor pricing for the catalog items that are carried in store. You may contact the store via email at: 
Charitysales@mattel.com (El Segundo Store)

mailto:Charitysales@mattel.com
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 4

FGP10

Fisher-Price® Baby’s First Blocks

Ages 6M+

Open a bucket of fun for your little one with Baby's First 

Blocks. These chunky, colorful blocks help introduce 

colors and shapes as babies sort, stack and drop the 

blocks through the slots in the bucket lid. Empty the 

bucket to start the fun over again and again! And with 

an easy-carry handle, you can take Baby's First Blocks 

wherever you and your tiny tot go!

Where development comes into play™

FXC05

Fisher-Price® Taco Tuesday™

Gift Set

Ages 3M+

Taco 'bout a good time! Now your little foodie can 

join in the Taco Tuesday fun with this 

Fisher-Price® gift set featuring three food-themed 

activity toys. A variety of textures make this toy 

taco super fun for your baby to teethe and 

explore. Plus, with lemon and lime clackers and 

an avocado rattle with a rollerball pit, this gift set 

is loaded with delicious sensory fun! 

Where development comes into play™

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $3.99 2

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images 

and information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is 

subject to change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 
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K7166

Fisher-Price® Stack & Roll Cups™

Ages 6M+

Baby will love nesting the colorful numbered cups 

together, or stacking them higher and higher, or snapping 

them together to make colorful balls to roll! There’s even 

a smiley jingle ball that nests inside any cup or fits on top 

of the whole stack. Stacking, nesting, or snapping cups 

together introduces baby to relative size, shape, and 

helps foster fine motor skills in a fun way!

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$8.99 $3.99 2

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to 

change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. .. ©MEGA Brands Inc.

Let your toddler's imagination run wild with these adorable animal-themed 

buckets and 25 big and colorful building blocks. Made just for little hands, 

these blocks are easy to grip and easy to stack, helping to develop fine 

motor skills and creativity. Your little one can build anything they imagine 

right onto the bucket. Then when playtime is over, everything packs away 

neatly inside the adorable storage bin. Choose from the Silly Hippo or the 

Friendly Fox. Each sold separately. 

First Builders™ construction toys are designed for ages 1+

Mega Bloks® Animal Bucket (Assortment)

Ages 1Y +

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 4

GCT46
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GKX45

Mega Bloks® Peek A Blocks™

(Assortment)

Ages 1Y+

You and your toddler are going to love putting a twist on 

classic peek-a-boo play with 6 Peek A Blocks™ ©2021 

animals. Each building set comes with 1 adorable animal and 

1 big building block. Your little one can place the Crocodile, 

Bee, Bunny, Whale, Tiger or Monkey on a block for a peek-a-

boo surprise. Each sold separately. Colors and details may 

vary. 

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$4.99 $2.49 9

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 3

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to change 

and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted.. ©MEGA Brands Inc.

Your toddler is going to love building our Penguin Slide or Panda 

Slide, each sold separately, using 11 big building blocks. They can 

place the adorable Peek A Blocks™ ©2021 on a block for a peek-a-

boo surprise. Then, stack the animal on the launcher and press 

down on the lever to send it rolling down the slide. Combine the 

Penguin Slide and Panda Slide to expand your Peek A Blocks™
©2021 world.

Each sold separately. Colors and details may vary. 

GWH29

Mega Bloks® Peek A Blocks™ Launch’ N Roll (Assortment)

Ages 1Y+ 
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DCH63

First Builders™ Big Building Bag

Ages 1Y +

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$19.99 $8.99 1

DCH62

First Builders™ Big Building Bag

Ages 1Y+

Spark their imagination with the #1 preschool construction 

toy in the U.S.A. This award-winning set of 80 big and 

vibrant building blocks is the perfect toy for your toddler's 

little hands and big imagination. You'll love that these big 

blocks fit and come apart with ease, helping to develop their 

fine motor and thinking skills as they stack. Best of all, these 

blocks can be combined with any Mega Bloks® ©2021 toy to 

extend playtime for hours on end.

First Builders™ building toys are designed for ages 1+ 

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to change 

and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted.. ©MEGA Brands Inc.

Spark their imagination with the #1 preschool 

construction toy in the U.S.A. This award-winning set 

of 80 big and vibrant building blocks is the perfect toy 

for your toddler's little hands and big imagination. 

You'll love that these big blocks fit and come apart 

with ease, helping to develop their fine motor and 

thinking skills as they stack. Best of all, these blocks 

can be combined with any Mega Bloks® ©2021 toy to 

extend playtime for hours on end.

Ideal for First Builders, ages 1+

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$19.99 $8.99 1
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 2

Little stars take the stage with a purple tour bus! Little 

superstars can go on tour when they sit their Block 

Buddy™ in this purple tour bus and roll out to the big 

show! With its cute, smiling face, this sturdy vehicle 

comes with big, easy-to-grip blocks and special parts 

that you can use to build a concert stage. Set the 

scene for a star performance before putting everything 

away inside the convertible for easy cleanup!

First Builders™ building toys are designed for ages 1+

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to change 

and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted.©2021 MEGA Brands Inc.

GXX11

Mega Bloks® Tina Tour Bus 

Ages 1Y +

GXX10

Mega Bloks® Catie Convertible

Ages 1Y+ 

Scoot around with the top down with a pink convertible car! Little 

drivers can ride around in style when they sit their Block Buddy™

in this pink convertible and roll around town with the top up or 

down! With its cute, smiling face, this sturdy vehicle comes with 

big, easy-to-grip blocks and special parts that you can use to 

build a house. Set the scene then scoot home before putting 

everything away inside the convertible for easy cleanup! 

First Builders™ building toys are designed for ages 1+

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 2
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GXX08

Mega Bloks® Freddy FireTruck

Ages 1Y +

GXX07

Mega Bloks® Peter Police Car

Ages 1Y +

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 2

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 2

Your toddler can roll out for playtime when they sit their 

Block Buddies™ driver inside the fire truck and wheel out 

to the rescue. Your little builder can set the scene when 

they use 4 big building blocks to build on the fire truck's 

removeable roof. Ring the alarm, it's time to build.

First Builders™ building toys are designed for ages 1+

Your toddler can roll out for playtime when they sit their 

Block Buddies™ driver inside the police car and head out 

on patrol. Your little builder can set the scene when they 

use 4 big building blocks to build on the police car's 

removeable roof. Turn on the sirens, it's time to build. 

First Builders™ building toys are designed for ages 1+

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to change 

and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted.©2021 MEGA Brands Inc.
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$5.99 $3.49 12

1806

Hot Wheels® 5 Car PK (Assortment)

Ages 3Y+

Speed into an instant Hot Wheels® collection with a 

race-ready pack that features five highly detailed 

1:64 scale vehicles. Hot Wheels® 5-Car packs 

deliver five times the amped up action and are 

perfect for car enthusiasts of all ages. With a cool 

unifying theme, authentic details and eye-catching 

decos, these Hot Wheels® vehicle packs make a 

great gift for kids and collectors alike. Each pack 

sold separately, subject to availability. Colors and 

decorations may vary.

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$3.99 $1.49 8

GMH74

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to 

change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. . Minions and related 

characters are trademarks and copyrights of Universal Studios. All rights reserved© Universal City Studios LLC, All Rights Reserved. 

Hot Wheels® Minions Character Cars (Assortment)

Ages 3Y+

Hot Wheels® teams up with Minions™ with new 

Character Cars celebrating the release of Minions 2: 

The Rise of Gru! The lovable characters represented 

as 1:64 scale Hot Wheels® vehicles will include Young 

Gru™, Minion Carl™, Minion Otto™, Minion Bob™, 

Minion Stuart™ and Minion Kevin™. Kids will love to 

collect all the new characters from the new sequel! 

Rev up their storytelling and imaginative play with the 

combination of Hot Wheels® and Minions™ to create 

adventurous stories! Each sold separately.
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 2

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$6.99 $3.49 6

GCF92

Hot Wheels® Track Builder™ Display 

Launcher

Ages 4Y+

Race and rank your favorite Hot Wheels® cars! The Hot 

Wheels® Launch Case is a great storage solution. The 

opaque container lets kids see their collection of cool 

cars and then launch them for amped up racing action. 

Fully portable and features a carrying handle so it's 

easy to take along on trips. Great gift for kids ages 5 to 

10 years old

These cool sets feature a Hot Wheels® hauling rig with 

one 1:64 scale car to deliver inspiring ways to play -- push 

around, load and go or hit the track for racing thrills! Each 

semi transporter comes with a sports car and features big 

action fun and dynamic detailing. There are many radical 

rig models to choose from, so pick a favorite then load up 

and hit the road for new, powerful adventures! Each sold 

separately, subject to availability. Colors and decorations 

may vary. Ages 3 years old and up.

BDW51

Hot Wheels® Super Rigs

Ages 3Y+

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images 

and information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is 

subject to change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$ 31.99 $10.99 1

GNJ08

Hot Wheels® Minion Bundle

Ages 3Y+

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to 

change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. . Minions and related 

characters are trademarks and copyrights of Universal Studios. All rights reserved© Universal City Studios LLC, All Rights Reserved. 

This Hot Wheels® Minions Bundle is a thrilling 6-pack 

of rebellious character vehicles. Each car is inspired 

by the Minions' globe-trekking adventures in Minions: 

The Rise of Gru. These inventive, movie-themed 

vehicles capture the epic tale. These iconic die-cast 

1:64 scale vehicles are for collectors of all ages. 

Each model has exclusive deco and packaging. 

Each sold separately, subject to availability. Colors 

and decorations may vary.

FRH34

Hot Wheels® Balance Breakout™ Play Set

Ages 3Y+

Outrageous Hot Wheels® weight-based, game-style track set 

that challenges kids to launch their cars into their bucket first 

and spill their friend's cars for the win! Play in 2-player mode 

to build sportsmanship— the set has 2 launchers, 2 buckets, 

and a crash zone! Crash into or block opponents in the 

crossover crash zone! Load cars into the slam launcher, aim 

for the bucket while constantly testing and experimenting 

when the bucket moves. Players need to keep landing cars 

in the bucket to tip the scale in their favor! First player to 

score 2 more cars in the bucket than his opponent wins! The 

bottom on the losing side bucket opens and release cars for 

an impressive finale. Dynamic balancing action makes this a 

real test of skill. Great to play with a friend or in single player-

mode. Includes 3 Hot Wheels® vehicles! Challenge 

Accepted™!

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$ 29.99 $11.99 4
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C1817

Matchbox™ 5 Pack (Assortment)

Ages 3Y+

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$5.49 $3.49 12

Matchbox™ 5-Packs make a perfect gift for collectors 

new and old, hands-on play or party giveaways. Each 

pack features a set of five Matchbox™ vehicles loaded 

with realistic details from the bumper to the fender, 

like rolling wheels and true-to-life decos. Kids will love 

coming up with their own adventure stories. Each 

pack sold separately, subject to availability. Not for 

use with some Matchbox™ sets. 

Colors and decorations may vary.

H1235

Matchbox® Hitch ‘n Haul® (Assortment)

Ages 3Y+ 

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$5.49 $2.99 8

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images 

and information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is 

subject to change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 

The Matchbox™ Hitch N' Haul™ line features exciting 

themes for kids to create and drive their own 

adventures. Each set consists of a hero vehicle, towing 

trailer and theme-specific accessories that will rev up 

kids' creativity and inspire the explorers within. The 

realistic decos and the true-to-life detail continue in the 

Matchbox™ tradition. Kids can collect them all for 

outstanding adventures! Each sold separately, subject 

to availability. Not for use with some Matchbox™ sets. 

Color and decorations may vary.
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FXV90

MBX Bank Robbery™ Playset

Ages 3Y+

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$12.99 $5.99 3

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images 

and information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is 

subject to change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 

Kids are on the case to stop a bank robbery with this 

themed Matchbox® 2-story playset that includes 4 

emergency vehicles, large iconic bank safe that 

opens, a ramp, elevator and a jail! Kid-powered 

elevator takes emergency vehicles up, then down 

the large ramp to catch the bad guys! Next stop—

jail for bank robbers caught in the act. Each sold 

separately, subject to availability. Not for use with 

some Matchbox® vehicles
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$ 19.97 $8.99 3

GMD18

Disney Pixar Incredibles Nemesis Pack

Ages 3Y+

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images 

and information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is 

subject to change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 

Prepare for legendary battles with this action figure pack featuring 

nemesis characters from Disney and Pixar's The Incredibles! 

Diehard foes Syndrome and Mr. Incredible are highly posable, 

detailed, true to movie scale figures that come ready to face off! 

Buddy Pine seeks vengeance against Mr. Incredible for shunning 

his sidekick offer.

Dressed as Syndrome, he wreaks havoc on earth and the entire 

Incredibles family! With this exciting story pack, you can fight as 

the movie's superhero dad or play as his sworn enemy. The 

Syndrome figure is a first look offering, too that makes this battle 

pack extra special for collectors and a unique gift for Pixar fans!

Colors and decorations may vary.

GFM38

TS4 Basic Figure (Assortment)

Ages 3Y+

Disney and Pixar's Toy Story movies come to life with these 

action figures that won the 2020 Toy of the Year Award for their 

quality, detail and posability. Multiple moveable joints and movie-

authentic details allow kids and collectors to reenact signature 

moves and dynamic poses from the films and imagine their own. 

With a wide universe of characters available, from the original 

gang at Andy's house to the toys at Sunnyside Daycare, Second 

Chance Antiques and Bonnie's room, kids can collect all the Toy 

Story figures for great storytelling and collectors can create an 

expansive showcase! Makes a great gift for Toy Story fans ages 

3 years and older. Colors and decorations may vary.

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$ 9.99 $3.99 6
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GMF27

Minions Babble Otto

Ages 4Y+

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$29.99 $12.99 3

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $3.99 2

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images 

and information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is 

subject to change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 

The Rise of Gru action and laughs with new character Otto! This 

large interactive toy features nine different ways to play, 20+ sounds 

and phrases and state of the art tech for the ultimate, realistic 

Minions response! Touch his head and he tells a short story or sings. 

Press his pocket and he says "Bello". Move him in a variety of ways 

and he reacts with different expressions for each action. You can tilt 

him left, tilt him right, fly him around, turn him upside down and hear 

a variety of funny Minion responses. Put the included sacred stone in 

his pocket and he reacts ecstatic. At the end of play, lay him down 

and he will sing himself a lullaby and go to sleep. Babble Otto will 

delight fans with the many endearing ways he reacts to them in 

signature Minion style. This irresistible, interactive play friend also 

makes a unique gift. 

GRW55

Minions  Blink ‘n Wink Goggles™

Ages 4Y+

These Minions Blink 'N Wink Goggles™ are the ultimate Minions make-believe 

toy! Who wouldn't want to become one of the mischievous, rebellious crew? 

Now anyone can take on the signature eyewear of the subversive yellow army, 

with an adjustable head strap to fit from child to adult-sized heads. When they 

pull on the chin strap, the two brown eyes half-close to replicate a classic 

Minion expression. They also close separately for an unexpected Minion wink! 

Fun and playful misbehavior is bound to ensue! Whether following the world's 

most despicable villain – Gru or mixing it up with other Minions, training in Kung 

Fu or searching for Gru, these role play goggles will help kids realize their 

dream of becoming one of these dynamic yet lovable Minions, at least as long 

as playtime lasts! 
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GMF19

Minions Wild Rider™

Ages 4Y+

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$34.99 $15.99 2

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images 

and information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is 

subject to change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 

Take a wild ride with Bob on this authentic Minions: The Rise of Gru 

RC! In the movie, young master Gru tears up the sky and the streets 

on this techno sleek vehicle. Recreate the thrills with The Wild 

Rider™ RC, its easy-to-use controller and beloved Minion Bob. Bob 

grips the handlebars ready for a thrill ride. Speed the RC across the 

floor with J-turn maneuverability. As the velocity increases, Bob 

reacts and flies up over the handlebars and does a full 360 degree 

turn in the air. Authentic engine sounds rev and Bob makes 15+ 

Minions sounds to enhance the fun. You can also move Bob around 

to different seats on the bike, or attach up to four, 4-inch scale figures 

to the bike for a full load. Sit one in the front jump seat and two can 

attach to the rear handlebars with their universal grips. The 4-inch 

Bob figure and RC vehicle are also compatible with our Action 

Minions and Loud 'N Rowdy™ Minions to keep the fun coming.

Each figure sold separately, subject to availability. Colors, 

decorations and dimensions may vary

GMD85

Minions' Splat 'Ems™ Playset

Ages 4Y+

Minions' Splat 'Ems™ figures in a playset inspired by Minions: 

The Rise of Gru will provide kids with squishy, sticky fun! 

Launch the Minions through the air and see them bounce and 

stick. Aim for targets or send them bouncing around the 

themed play areas. The playset includes 2 mini Minions, a 

launcher, stickers, and lots of fun places to shoot the mini 

figures. Kids can collect more Splat 'Ems™ mini figures and 

add their cards to the play set to expand the targets. The 

portable sets store everything inside, too, so kids can bring

the Minions fun with them everywhere! 

Each Splat 'Ems™ mini pack and playset sold separately, 

subject to availability. Colors, decorations and dimensions 

may vary.

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$14.99 $5.99 2
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GPG27

WWE® Beast Mode Figures (Assortment)

Ages 3Y+

Release the inner beast within WWE® Superstars with WWE® Beast Mode! 

Each 2.5-in/6.35-cm mini-figure comes inside of a translucent Beast shell, 

representing the Superstar's inner power persona, for two ways to play! 

Kids will love unboxing the beast figure and ripping apart the breakable 

cage packaging. Once the beast mini-figure is freed, open the shell to 

reveal the Superstar within, and it's time to battle. Each sold separately 

subject to availability. Colors and decorations may vary.

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$5.99 $2.49 12

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $5.99 6

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images 

and information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is 

subject to change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 

GVJ74

WWE® WrestleMania® Action Figure (Assortment)

Ages 6Y+

Take the Road to WrestleMania® with WWE® action figures! 

These 6-inch / 15.24-cm scale figures are must-haves for kids 

and collectors to play out WrestleMania® moments from 

WWE® Superstars. With multiple articulation points, authentic 

ring gear, and detailed TrueFX™ technology, the Superstar 

figures help build a WWE® collection for play or display.

Each sold separately, subject to availability. Colors and 

decorations may vary
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$24.99 $10.99 4

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to 

change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. ©MEGA Brands Inc and the 

Mattel line is not adapted to MEGA

GRN05

Mega Construx™ Halo® Forerunner 

Ring Installation

Ages 8Y+

Travel into deep space and explore a ring-shaped 

super weapon with this Forerunner installation. 

Based on mountainesque terrain seen in Halo®

Infinite, this building set features authentic details 

like trees, river, mountain and, of course, 

Forerunner tech. Display it at home, at the office, 

or wherever it fits. Celebrate your Halo® fandom 

with this unique, buildable collectors' set. Pro-

builders building toys are designed for Ages 8Y+ 

Colors and decorations may vary.
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FBR37

Barbie® Fashionistas™ Doll (Assortment)

Ages 3Y+

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 4

Barbie® Fashionistas™ collection celebrate diversity with unique 

fashion dolls that encourage real-world storytelling and open-

ended dreams. With a wide variety of skin tones, eye colors, 

hair colors and textures, body types and fashions, the 

Fashionistas™ dolls are designed to reflect the world girls see 

today, offering them infinite ways to play out stories and 

express their style. Includes Barbie® Fashionistas™ doll wearing 

fashions and accessories. Each sold separately, subject to 

availability. Barbie® dolls cannot stand alone. Flat shoes fit 

dolls with articulated ankles or flat feet. Colors and decorations 

may vary.

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$19.99 $9.99 2

FPR57

Barbie® Doll & Car

Ages 3Y+

Barbie® doll can hit the open road in her convertible! The 

sporty two-seater has wheels that roll to start a story with a 

simple push. A bright pink color, silvery rims and side view 

mirrors, decaled headlights and black seats with seatbelts 

make for a stylish ride any driver would love. Barbie® doll 

matches her car wearing a colorful floral dress with pink 

shoes. A trendy pair of sunglasses makes a traffic-stopping 

accessory for this girl on the go. Young minds can take off 

and explore all of the roads before them because you can 

be anything with Barbie®! Includes Barbie® doll wearing 

fashion and accessories, plus convertible. Doll cannot stand 

alone. Colors and decorations may vary.

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images 

and information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is 

subject to change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$19.99 $8.99 4

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 6

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to change 

and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted.

FXH06

Barbie® Skipper® Babysitters Inc™ Dolls & Playset

3Y+

21

Barbie® Skipper® Babysitters Inc.™ dolls and playsets let kids explore their 

nurturing side as the babysitter with a Skipper® or friend doll, a small baby or 

toddler doll and furniture and accessories matched to classic childhood 

moments. The bath-time set makes a splash -- really! Fill the bathtub with water 

and place the toddler doll inside; then press the button on her back to see her 

lower her arms and splash in the tub. Plug-and-play design keeps her giant 

rubber ducky and shampoo bottle in place while bath time becomes playtime. 

Dry her off with the pink printed towel. With so many pieces to inspire 

storytelling, kids can play out endless babysitting adventures. Kids will love 

being the babysitter and caring for others with this playset that inspires nurturing 

play!  Kids can collect all the Babysitters Inc.™ dolls and toys to fill a babysitting 

schedule full of fun (each sold separately, subject to availability). This Barbie® 

Skipper® Babysitters Inc.™ playset includes Skipper® babysitter doll wearing 

fashion and accessories, a small toddler doll with mechanical moving arms, 

rubber duck, shampoo bottle and towel. Larger doll cannot stand alone. 

Colors and decorations may vary.

Barbie® career dolls inspire kids to dream big and aim high! She's had more than 

200 careers and continues to explore new professions. Each doll reaches for her 

goals wearing a career-themed outfit to play out professional moments. Dive into

life-saving with Barbie® lifeguard doll, spin into championships with Barbie® ice 

skater doll or explore patient care with Barbie® nurse doll. Different skin tones, eye 

colors and hairstyles provide endless storytelling possibilities and create aspirational 

fun. Kids can collect them all because when a girl plays with Barbie®, she imagines 

everything she can become! Includes doll wearing fashions and accessories. Each 

sold separately, subject to availability. Dolls cannot stand alone. 

Colors and decorations may vary.

FWK89

Barbie® Career Dolls (Assortment)

Age 3Y+
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 4

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$19.99 $8.99 4

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to change 

and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted.
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Barbie® Career dolls inspire kids to dream big and aim high! 

Each doll wears a career-themed outfit along with accessories to 

play out professional moments. There are so many careers to 

explore like a pet vet or a tennis player. Each doll wears an outfit 

for a day on the job, for example, the pet vet wears a lab coat 

and the tennis player wears a tennis uniform. Barbie® Career 

dolls feature different body types, skin tones, eye colors and 

hairstyles to provide endless storytelling possibilities and create 

aspirational learning fun. Kids can collect the Barbie® Career 

dolls because when a girl plays with Barbie®, she imagines 

everything she can become! Includes doll wearing fashions and 

accessories, plus career-themed pieces. Each sold separately, 

subject to availability. Dolls cannot stand alone.

Colors and decorations may vary.

GTX69

Barbie® Lifeguard Doll And Playset

3Y+

DVF50

Barbie® Career Dolls (Assortment)

3Y+

Explore a world of sand, surf and lifeguard fun with the Barbie® 

lifeguard playset! When a girl plays with Barbie® Doll, she imagines 

everything she can become, and if you love swimming and saving lives, 

you can be a lifeguard! This playset includes a lifeguard environment 

featuring the Barbie® (12-in/30.40-cm) lifeguard doll in a cute pink 

swimsuit along with red shorts, white sneakers and a whistle. She also 

comes with her lifeguard chair with overhead cabana/umbrella, 

megaphone, binoculars, 3 flags, buoy and her trusty canine friend with 

a red jacket. Kids will love the endless possibilities for creative 

expression and storytelling fun! Doll cannot stand alone. 

Colors and decorations may vary.
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$19.99 $8.99 4

FWV25

Barbie® Doll & Accessories

Age 3Y+

Barbie® doll can take her puppy, and young dreamers, around the world 

with this travel-themed set. Inspired by Barbie™ Dreamhouse™ Adventures, 

it comes with so many pieces to help imaginations take off -- peek into the 

everyday life of Barbie® as she embarks on exciting adventures with her 

family and friends! Barbie® doll has her puppy as a traveling companion and 

a pink suitcase that opens and closes -- it even has a collapsing handle, just 

like real luggage! Plus, the travel set includes a sheet of stickers that can be 

used to decorate the suitcase and document her travels. Fill her suitcase 

and her pink backpack (already decorated) with travel necessities like a cell 

phone, eye mask, neck pillow and headphones. Freshen Barbie® doll up at 

arrival with a toothbrush and toothpaste that fit into her makeup bag. Then 

put on her sunglasses and head out to capture the sights with her camera. 

She's ready for adventure in a denim shirtdress with belt detail and trendy 

sneakers. Curious travelers will love taking her places near and far, letting 

their minds travel and exploring the world because when a girl plays with 

Barbie® doll, she imagines everything she can become! Kids can collect 

other Barbie® travel dolls and toys to expand the playtime possibilities (each 

sold separately, subject to availability). Includes Barbie® doll wearing 

fashion and shoes, plus puppy and carrier, suitcase, backpack, sticker 

sheet and 10 travel-themed pieces. Doll cannot stand alone. 

Colors and decorations may vary. 

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to 

change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 
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GNL82

Cave Club™ Doll (Assortment)

Ages 4Y+

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$14.99 $6.99 4

Discover the world of Cave Club™, a land of exploration, adventure 

and even dinosaurs! Cave Club™ dolls spark epic storytelling 

adventures with neon-bright hair, prehistoric style and adorable 

dinosaur pets. Each fearless friend comes with a prehistoric animal 

pal, comb accessory and play piece themed to their unique 

personality. With Cave Club™ dolls and toys, imaginations can travel 

to the dawn of time and discover endless new stories! Kids ages 4 

years old and up can play out dino-adventures with their favorite 

cave kid or collect them all to make history with the whole crew. 

Each sold separately, subject to availability. 

Colors and decorations may vary.

GNL96

Cave Club™ Wild About BBQs™

Playset + Emberly™ Doll

Ages 4Y+

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$19.99 $8.99 4

Meet the Cave Club™ -- a prehistoric group of fearless 

friends who are way ahead of their time! With this 

Blazin' BBQ Adventure™ Wild about BBQs™ playset, 

kids can help Emberly™ doll and her pet dinosaur 

Flaire™ host the first BBQs. A fire pit with a rotating spit 

gets the story started -- place a food piece over the 

flame and twirl to "grill!" Crank up the boombox -- flip it 

around to see the bongo-playing birds -- then get 

cooking with a serving tray, pan and food pieces, like a 

shish kabob, barbeque piece and an egg that kids can 

really "crack." Doll cannot stand alone.

Colors and decorations may vary.

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to change 

and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 
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GNL97

Cave Club™ Surprise (Assortment)

4Y+

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 8

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to change 

and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 

These prehistoric pets are a mystery until you unbox them 

- crack open the crystal and open the sparkly blind bags 

to see what's inside. Each crystal holds four surprises: a 

uniquely adorable baby animal figure, a plug-and-play 

hair accessory for your new pet, a themed play piece and 

a packet of slime or moldable sand. Hair accessories can 

be swapped and shared across all the baby animals, 

which makes them so much fun to collect! Which dino 

baby will you get? Collectible characters include neon-

bright dinosaurs, a mammoth, sloth, saber-tooth tiger, pet 

rock and more. Stow all four pieces inside the crystal to 

bring the fun on the go or to pack your pet away until it's 

time to play again. Transport imaginations to the dawn of 

time with Cave Club™ dolls and toys! Kids can collect 

them all to discover even more prehistoric surprises. Each 

sold separately, subject to availability. 

Colors and decorations may vary
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42003

UNO® Card Game

Ages 7Y +

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$5.99 $1.49 8

UNO® is the classic and beloved card game that’s easy to 

pick up and impossible to put down! Players take turns 

matching a card in their hand with the current card shown 

on top of the deck either by color or number. Special action 

cards deliver game-changing moments as they each 

perform a function to help you defeat your opponents. 

These include Skips, Reverses, Draw Twos, color-changing 

Wild and Draw Four Wild cards. You’ll find 25 of each color 

(red, green, blue, and yellow), plus the eight Wild cards, 

inside the 112-card deck. If you can’t make a match, you 

must draw from the central pile! And when you’re down to 

one card, don’t forget to shout “UNO!” The first player to rid 

themselves of all the cards in their hand before their 

opponents wins. Includes 112 cards and instructions. 

Colors and decorations may vary.

GDJ88

Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 UNO® Card Game

Ages 7Y +

Retail Price
Per Toy$

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$5.99 $1.49 8

It's the classic card game you know, now with an exciting 

Disney Pixar Toy Story 4 theme! Based on the highly anticipated 

family film, this UNO® deck features cards with images of your 

favorite Toy Story 4 characters, plus the Duke Caboom Wild Card! 

When played, Duke will "crash" into two other players of your choice. 

Pick two players, mix their cards together and deal them back out 

equally to each player. Like the classic UNO® card game, players 

take turns matching a card in their hand with the current card shown 

on top of the deck either by color or number. Score points by being 

the first to get rid of all the cards in your hand. First player or team to 

reach 500 wins. When you're down to one card, don't forget to yell 

"UNO!" . Includes 112 cards and instructions. 

Colors and decorations may vary.

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to 

change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 
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W4729

PHASE 10™ Card Game

Ages 7Y+

From the makers of the UNO® card game comes a 

rummy-type card game with a challenging and exciting 

twist! The object of the game is to be the first player to 

complete 10 varied phases with two sets of three, one run 

of seven, or seven cards with the same color. The twist is 

that each Phase to be completed is specific for each hand 

dealt. Players who complete one Phase advance to the 

next, but those who don't must keep trying until they do. 

Each deck features “Wild” and Skip” cards, which add 

excitement and can help you get out of a sticky situation. 

A “Wild” card can be used in place of a number card, as 

well as be used as any color to complete any phase, while 

a “Skip” card causes your opponent to lose a turn! Be the 

first person to complete all ten phases to win the game. 

Colors and decorations may vary.

GDR44

UNO Flip™ Card Game

Ages 7Y+ 

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$5.99 $1.49 12

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$5.99 $1.49 12

Brace yourself for the next iteration of classic UNO® : UNO FLIP!™ card 

game. It's the matching game you know, plus exciting new twists -- like a 

double-sided deck, special FLIP card and tougher penalties -- that give 

classic gameplay a competitive edge. There is a "Light Side" to the deck, 

which plays like classic UNO®, and a "Dark Side" where penalties are super-

tough. Play the FLIP card and all cards in your hand, the draw pile and draw 

deck are flipped over to reveal an entirely new set of numbers and colors on 

the opposite side! The holder of the FLIP card determines whether or not you 

play on the Light Side or Dark Side of the deck -- and when you switch it 

back around. The Dark Side of the deck includes new action cards that really 

shake things up, like Draw Five and Skip Everyone cards. Strategize to rattle 

your competition and be the first to get rid of your cards to win. When you're 

down to one card, don't forget to shout "UNO!" Colors and decorations may 

vary.

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images 

and information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is 

subject to change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 27
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$5.99 $1.49 8

Retail Price
Per Toy$

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 6

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to change 

and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. Packaging used: TM ©2020 International 

Olympic Committee & TM ©The Tokyo Organizing Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games & TM ©U.S. Olympic Committee 

36USC220506. All rights reserved.

GXD71

UNO® Remix Card Game

Ages 7Y+

GNL01

UNO® Tokyo 2020 Card Game

Ages 7Y+

UNO® Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 invites friendly competition with sporty 

graphics and a unique twists -- the "Spirit of Competition" rule! When you 

play this wild card, you name a color and every player must reveal one 

card of that color from their hand; the player with the highest card gets to 

discard it. Just like in the classic UNO® card game, match cards by color or 

number and play action cards like Skip, Reverse and Draw Four to shake 

up the competition. Score points by being the first to get rid of all the cards 

in your hand. When you're down to one card, claim the gold by shouting 

"UNO!" Fun for 2 to 10 players, ages 7 years old and up. 

Colors and decorations may vary.

UNO® Remix card game invites players to personalize an UNO® deck 

that evolves with every round. Beginning each round, players add 

special cards or write-on cards, which changes the game going forward. 

They can personalize cards to specific players (such as "Skip to Jeff" or 

"Draw 2 Maria"), some cards add a mark to increase the amount the 

next player draws, some block penalty cards, and many more! Any 

group can create a unique deck for themselves! And, as always, when a 

player has only one card left, they must yell "UNO!" 

Colors and decorations may vary
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 12

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$7.49 $3.49 12

DHW42

UNO Splash™ Games

Ages 7Y+

UNO Splash™ is the game you can play anytime, 

with anyone, and now it’s even easier to play 

anywhere. The durable plastic cards resist water so 

you can enjoy playing anywhere—even outdoors. 

This version also comes with a handy clip that 

keeps all the cards together and attaches to a beach 

bag, backpack or camping gear. Play by matching 

color or number, or play an action card against your 

opponent. Score points by being the first to get rid of 

all the cards in your hand. Contains 108 cards.

Play UNO Splash™ wherever you want, and don’t 

forget: when you have only one card left, yell "UNO!" 

42050

SKIP-BO® Card Game

Ages 7Y+

Skip-Bo® game is the ultimate sequencing card 

game from the makers of UNO®! Players use skill 

and strategy to create stacks of sequentially 

numbered, ascending cards (2,3,4…) until they have 

no more left to play. Once everyone is dealt their 

own personal stockpile of cards, play begins by 

drawing from a central pile and building up to four 

“build” piles. The Skip-Bo® “wild” cards break up 

static situations and may be played as any number. 

Use these cards wisely, for they can really help you 

beat your opponents! The first player to deplete all 

of his or her Skip-Bo® stockpile cards is the winner! 

Includes 162 cards and instructions. 

Colors and decorations may vary.

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images 

and information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is 

subject to change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 29
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FRM36

DOS™ Card Game

Ages 7Y+

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$5.99 $1.49 12

UNO® has a best friend, DOS™! In this fun card game, two 

is more important than one, and number matching is king! 

Just like UNO® game , DOS™ card game involves a race to 

be the first to get rid of your cards. To start, there are two 

discard piles between the players. On each player's turn 

they can discard on either pile with either one or two cards, 

so if a player has two cards that add up to the number of a 

card in the center pile, they are able to put down BOTH 

cards. When you're down to two cards, don't forget to yell 

"DOS!" The first person to 200 points is the winner! The 

game includes a 112-card deck plus instructions. For 2 to 4 

players. Ages 7 and older. 

Colors and decorations may vary.

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$14.99 $7.49 2

37092

Kerplunk™ Game

Ages 5Y+

KerPlunk!™ game is a blast from the past with a cool look 

and attitude! The object of the game is to skillfully remove 

the sticks from the tube while dropping the fewest marbles 

possible. The translucent tube stands upright on a base that 

contains four separate numbered trays. Each player selects 

a numbered compartment to use throughout the game, and 

the straws are passed through holes midway of the tube to 

form a lattice "web.” The marbles are then placed in the top 

of the tube and held in place by the web. Just set it up, start 

playing and watch out for marbles that go “KerPlunk!” The 

players must use steady hands and a cool head to remove 

the sticks from below the marbles. This best game from 

yester-year is just as much fun today! Share your great 

memories or start new ones! You and your friends will have 

a blast playing KerPlunk!™game, just don’t let the marbles 

fall! For 2 to 4 players. 

Colors and decorations may vary.

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to 

change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 
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CJB31

Apples to Apples® Game Party Box

Ages 12Y+

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$19.99 $8.99 1

Retail Price
Per Toy$

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 6

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to 

change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 

It’s the game of hilarious comparisons, ready for party play! 

And this version of the Apples to Apples® Party Box comes in 

plain brown packaging so the game inside is a surprise until 

opened! In each round, a new judge draws a Description Card. 

You’ve got to decide which card in your hand matches the 

Description in play, and hope the judge thinks your card is the 

best. And with so many cards in this version, it’ll never be the 

same game twice! Colors and decorations may vary.

GXR18

Apples to Apples® Picture Time™ Game

Ages 5Y+

This kid-friendly version of Apples to Apples®, the Family 

Party Game Even Granny Apples Can Play™, will be a hit 

for 3 to 6 players ages 5 years and up, on game night or 

any night. Designed for younger kids' level of 

comprehension, the cards are language-free! Each round, 

the judge plays a Green Apple card with an emoji. The 

other players choose a Red Apple picture card from their 

hand that they think best matches the emoji. The judge 

then picks the winner and that player gets a green apple 

card.  A great first introduction to the classic Apples to 

Apples® game.

Colors and decorations may vary. 
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$14.99 $7.49 4

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$9.99 $4.99 6

GVD46

Whac-a-Mole™ Match-a-Mole™ Game

Ages 5Y+

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to 

change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. 

DreamWorks Spirit Untamed© DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.

It's a silly, matching and snatching free-for-all with the Whac-a-Mole™

Match-a-Mole™ kids game where everyone plays at the same time! 

The goal is to match the top mole tile with colors and icons on the 

player cards. Players take turns flipping a card from their stack, but 

everyone needs to stay alert. If a combination of any of the face-up 

cards match the tile in the middle, it's a mole-smacking showdown. 

The player who grabs the mole tile with their suction cup mole 

smacker gets to keep the tile. The first player to get 5 tiles wins! This 

easy-to-learn, fast-paced kids' game is a great way to pass the time 

and utilizes visual memory and hand-eye-coordination skills. It also 

makes a great gift for 5 year old's and up who love silly, colorful 

characters and active fun. Colors and decorations may vary.

GXD68

Spirt Hoppin’ Horse™ Game

Ages 5Y+

Spirit Hoppin' Horses™ kids game transports children to the world 

of DreamWorks Spirit Untamed where they can bravely launch 

their horse onto the mountain to see who is king of the hill! Two to 

four players take turns with an easy-to-use launcher trying to land 

the wild horses and the Spirit horse on the highest spot of the 

mountain. Each round, the player in the highest numbered spot 

gets a coin. The first player to earn three coins wins the game! 

Spirit Hoppin' Horses™ game is a fun way to pass the time and 

makes a great gift for kids 5 years old and up who love horses 

and silly, fast-paced, active fun.

Colors and decorations may vary.
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Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$14.99 $7.49 2

Retail Price
Per Toy

Charity Price
Per Toy

Toys 
Per Box

$19.99 $8.99 4

DKD47

Pictionary® Game

Ages 8Y+
In Pictionary®, quick-draw family game, count on big laughs as 

players find out who's an artist and who really isn't! In this game, 

the guesses can be just as hilarious as the sketches. Players 

use markers to draw their best rendition of the clue on the card, 

with a one-minute deadline. Is it an animal? A person? An 

action? What is that drawing? If team members just aren't getting 

it, the sketcher can try a different direction. Players take turns 

drawing, so everyone gets to channel their inner artist! And the 

laughs just keep coming! Pictionary® game includes two 

erasable markers, erasable boards for drawing and fun clue 

categories like "Pop Culture." Year after year since 1985, 

Pictionary® game has proven itself to be the ultimate party game! 

Great for game night for players 8 years and older.

Colors and decorations may vary.

GKC04

UNO® Showdown™ Game

Ages 7Y+

UNO® Showdown™ is the matching card game everyone loves but 

with the unexpected excitement of a card-shooting smackdown 

game! When the lightning sounds and the UNO® Showdown™

unit signal goes off, be the first to push down on the paddle. The 

quickest player wins the showdown and sends cards flying out of 

the UNO® Showdown™ unit at their opponents! Players race to get 

rid of all their cards by matching them to the card shown on top of 

the deck. When players are down to one card, they must remember 

to yell "UNO!" Fun for kid, family or adult game night and a great 

gift for players ages 7 years and older.

Colors and decorations may vary.

Product information and images are as accurate as possible as of date noted, but are subject to change. Unless specifically noted, all images and 

information are not approved for use in consumer material/advertising. Product availability may vary and is subject to change. Price is subject to 

change and should be considered a guide. ©2021 Mattel. ® and ™ designate U.S. trademarks of Mattel, except as noted. PICTIONARY and 

associated trademarks and trade dress are owned by PICTIONARY INC.


